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It's a bit cliché to talk about New York
City's "characters," but the cultural leap
from South America to New York
exaggerated the differences and he
couldn't help but be struck by them -and drawn to them, performers in
particular. He was also seduced by the
city's landscape, especially a small, quiet,
sliver in the heart of TriBeCa called Staple
Street, which he came across quite by
chance one day on one of his meandering
walks with his camera. He used to do a
lot of photography sessions in TriBeCa.
One day, by mistake, he ended up in
Staple Street and fell in love with it.
There’s something about that narrow
street that he can’t explain with words. It
has a very grimy feel to it and he
instinctively knew that it was a great
backdrop for something magical to
happen.

artists, card sharks, singers, and clowns.
They were vibrant, defiant, shy, sad, sly,
witty, odd, exuberant, angry, -- a perfect
representation of the city itself, and of
this tiny street that dates back to at least
the early 19th century. He was always on
the lookout for subjects. Craigslist was a
great source; he would place ads every
week and soon found that people
responded to the most unusual ads:
“looking for ugly people” got him the
most responses! He would also attend
venues and get in touch with performers.
Once he established the initial connection
with a few of them, it was a lot easier to
get into their networks and approach
more performers. Slowly it built up, he
started with photographing one person at
a time and it evolved to having up to 18
people in one photograph on the last days
of the project. The project demanded lots
of coordination, at the back of his mind he
was always concerned by being shut
down by some local official who had
received a complaint. His last resource for
procuring models was the streets of New
York City. He was always carrying around
some photographs from the project and
would approach people with interesting
looks and try to convince them to be a
part of the project. The first few
encounters he was very nervous, but then
with practice he became more relaxed
and emboldened, and quite quickly he
was accomplished at talking to people on
the street. He compared the experience to
the first time you approach a girl in a bar,
after a few times, you get good at it. The
worst they could say was no, although in
NYC, you can never be too sure about the
different extreme reactions that can be
encountered!

And so the quest was born; he set out to
connect with different characters and
performers from all over the city by
bringing them to this narrow street and
encapsulate them in this timeless place.
He met artists and eccentrics of all
stripes and colours: dancers, jugglers,
actors, magicians, body painters, mime

The location turned out to be perfect for
his project for a number of reasons: the
narrowness of the street; which created a
sense of protection, cut off from the rest
of the city, the arched bridge between the
buildings, a monument to urban
connection, the dilapidated sidewalk that
always seems on the verge of repair but

“I am deeply interested in people. My
subject choice derives from my innate
curiosity. I am curious as to what lies
behind their eyes, where they have been
and where they hope to go,” this statement
by Chris underlies the principle goals of
the Staple Street Project.
Chris left his hometown of Lima, Peru in
2002 and settled in the big apple. His
interest in photography emerged while he
was processing images at a photo studio
and his enthusiasm intensified after
witnessing a friend’s passionate
commitment to photography. He began by
simply taking casual photographs during
his free time. Chris is mostly self-taught
and he fine tuned his techniques by
taking lessons at the School of Visual Arts
in New York.
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never quite makes it, (a little like some of
the performers he met). The street still
has a grimy, industrial look which
somehow conveys a romantic look despite
its proximity to the trendy, high-end real
estate that has spread throughout lower
Manhattan like an oil slick. The people he
met and photographed have maintained a
similar integrity and romance. The result
is an exploration of the most interesting
subjects one can find in New York City,
encapsulated in a timeless place. The
project germinated in his mind for a year
and subsequently took another two years
of planning and photography shoots.
Chris had this to say about his
photography, “My photographs are not
always a true representation of the
subject in front of my camera. I scrutinize
the subjects in front of me, break the
paradigms and generalizations and create
my own interpretation. An image should
evoke a feeling and my goal as a
photographer is to determine what that
feeling is, whether positive or negative,
happy or sad, true or ironic, reality or
fantasy. My desire is for my images to
trigger something very profound within
the observer. Photography allows me to
express my interpretation of the world
around me, to explore fragments of life
and to interact with people with whom I
would normally not engage. My camera is
my passport to an unexplored world”.
Like most artists Chris has a day job,
working for a New York Real Estate
developer to pay his rent whilst he spends
his out of work time creating images. The
images from Staple Street were selected
for Photo Spiva 2010, Fraser Gallery’s 9th
Annual International Photo Competition
and a group exhibition at AFF Berlin
which will be a part of the Month of
Photography in Europe.
To view more of his work visit
www.chriszedano.com
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Top: Ghoul a go go
Bottom: Hey ya brothers
Right: Chris McDaniel
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Left: Iggy
Above: Jonathan, contortionist
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Top: Magician2
Bottom: Norbert
Left: Jordanna
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Top: Nu millenium
Bottom: Orange Tim
Right: Trixie little and evil monkey
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Left: Nik Sin
Above: The rat pack
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Left: Tigger ferguson
Above: Tighe
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